Theory of Hall transport of spins in a correlated paramagnetic phase is developed. By identifying the thermal Hall current operator in the spin language, which turns out to equal the spin chirality in the pure Heisenberg model, various response functions can be derived straightforwardly. Subsequent reduction to the Schwinger boson representation of spins allows a convenient calculation of thermal and spin Hall coefficients in the paramagnetic regime using self-consistent mean-field theory. Comparison is made to results from the Holstein-Primakoff reduction of spin operators appropriate for ordered phases.
Introduction:
The thermal Hall effect has become a useful probe of the spin correlations, in particular those embodied in the spin chirality, of quantum insulating magnetic systems [1, 2] . Although their observations so far are limited to ordered phases of the magnet [1] , there is no physical principle preventing their persistence into the paramagnetic, yet correlated phases of spin once the time reversal symmetry is broken by the magnetic field. In fact recently thermal Hall measurements both below and above the ferromagnetic transition were made by Hirschberger et al [3] . Stimulated by their observations, we go beyond the existing magnon description of the thermal Hall effect [2, [4] [5] [6] and formulate the phenomenon using the spin language entirely. It is then applied to discuss Hall effects of spin both in the paramgnetic as well as the ferromagnetic regime. Essentially, the idea is to develop the linear response formalisms within the spin language as much as possible. Only in the final stage of the computation of the response function is the particular representation of the spin operator relevant. For instance the Hall effect in the ordered phase is appropriately captured by the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) mapping of spins, as had been done in the past [2] , while the possible paramagnetic Hall effect is best discussed in the Schwinger boson (SB) language. Both thermal and spin Hall effects can be consistently described in this new formalism.
Formal aspects: To present the method of approach in a concrete background we choose the Heisenberg spin model on a Kagome lattice, written as a sum of site Hamiltonians H = i H i , where each H i is
The symbol j ∈ i indicates four immediate neighbors of each site i. The orientation of the external field is fixed:b = +ẑ. Nearest-neighbor exchange interaction of strength J is assumed, with the convention for the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction D i;j = D = −D j;i as outlined in Fig. 1 . Although all formal derivations of spin linear response functions apply for either signs of J, for concreteness we will assume ferromagnetic exchange J > 0.
Two continuity equations are derived,
tied to total z-spin and energy conservations, respectively. The bond current operators are
The spin current J S i;j for the z-component is expressed in terms of S
, and tan φ i;j = D i;j /J. While the spin current operator above is well known, the energy current J E i;j is new. In the Heisenberg limit (D = 0) the energy current is directly related to the spin chirality,
Linear response theory for the average of spin and energy current operators can be developed now. Spin linear response theory: Coupling of the energy density H i to the pseudo-gravitational potential ψ i is an effective way to derive the thermal response function [4] [5] [6] [7] . In brief, the total Hamiltonian including the gravitational coupling H = i [1 + ψ i e st ]H i leads to the modification of the density matrix ρ(t) = ρ 0 + δρ e st [7] , 
E , N t =number of up triangles, is taken. Formal expressions of these coefficients are well-known and reproduced,
where complete sets of many-body states are |m and |n and j
. This completes the derivation of thermal response functions in the spin language. To evaluate them, however, is hard without a full knowledge of all many-body eigenstates for the spin Hamiltonian. Below we propose a scheme in which evaluation of σ 
The Lagrange multipler λ is introduced to keep the average boson number constant at 2S = 1. The Zeeman field and the effective flux from DM interaction act oppositely for the two bosons. The energy current operator in Eq. (3) allows a lengthy re-writing in terms of bond operators
whereχ i;j = σχ σ i;j , and (i ↔ j) denotes the exchange for all the terms shown in Eq. (11).
Due to the enormous complexity of the current operator in the Schwinger boson representation (or in the spin representation for that matter), calculating the correlation function for it appears daunting if not impossible. However, one observes that each triple product of bond operators in the above expression contains exactly two terms that can be replaced by the mean-field average χ σ i;j (because they span the nearest neighbours in the Kagome lattice), and only one that contains boson hopping across second neighbors (not captured by the mean-field parameterization). After such mean-field reduction J E i;j becomes a bilinear in the Schwinger boson operator [8] . In the uniform case, χ σ i;j = χ σ , we have proven that the corresponding mean-field vector current operator j E 0 (i), averaged over all triangles j
, is equal to a simple and familiar expression [8] 
We denote the three corners of the upward triangle i as α i , β i , γ i , respectively (Fig. 1) , and their Fourier counterparts as Ψ T kσ = (α kσ β kσ γ kσ ). Mean-field SB Hamiltonian in Eq. (10) for uniform parameters becomes in momentum space
with effective hopping parameters t σ = Jχ − iσDχ −σ , χ = σ χ σ , k x = k ·η x andη x are the three orientation unit vectors defined in Fig. 1 . We note that for each spin σ, both the current operator j E kσ and the Hamiltonian H kσ have identical forms as those already examined for magnon thermal Hall problem on the Kagome lattice [2, 6] . Thus, known thermal Hall formulas derived previously can be applied here directly, for evaluation in the paramagnetic regime.
The thermal Hall conductivity within the SB theory reads
Both the energy dispersions and Berry curvatures are to be obtained from diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, Eq. Figure 2 shows representative band dispersions and Berry curvature distributions over the first Brillouin zone for SB and HP bosons, respectively. At B = 0 both SB bands look nearly identical to the magnon bands except for the non-zero band minimum (SB bosons are not Goldstone bosons). The zero-field Berry curvatures are also quite similar for SB and HP bosons, as shown in Fig. 2 , but not identical, because effective DM constant in the SB theory is halved, t σ = Jχ − iσχ −σ = χ(J − σD/2), at B = 0. the DM interaction [2] . The B = 0 value however changes sign upon raising the temperature as shown in Fig. 3(a) , because the higher magnon band has the opposite Berry curvature as shown in Fig. 2(c) . On further increase of T it goes down to zero at T = T HP c . There is also a sign reversal of the Hall response at finite field. At low temperature and low field the lowest-lying magnon band dominates transport. For higher temperatures, higherenergy band carrying opposite Berry flux (see Fig. 2(c) ) has a chance to contribute significantly. Strong Zeeman field creates a large gap for all the bands, diminishing the thermal population difference among the bands and increasing the relative contribution of the higher band with significant Berry flux concentration. The Schwinger boson Hall transport, shown in Fig. 3(c) , is already at quite high a temperature and continues the trend seen in the high-temperature magnon calculation, i.e. a positive peak at low field followed by a long negative tail in the high-field region. Together, we are assured that thermal Hall transport is a sensitive probe of the Berry flux distribution as well as the band structure of the underlying elementary excitations in an insulating paramagnet.
Spin Hall response: The spin Hall response can be worked out in much the same way by replacing the spin current operator in Eq. (3) with its meanfield version [8] . The source term for spin current, 
where n B is the Bose occupation function. Spin Hall coefficients for both HP and SB boson theories are worked out in in Fig. 4 .
Discussion: Theories of thermal and spin Hall effects for spin systems are developed in the general language of spin operators. Ways to consistently obtain response functions in the correlated disordered phase are developed, employing Schwinger boson approach. The Holstein-Primakoff reduction is shown to reproduce the existing theories. Most interestingly, Eq. (4) unambiguously points out that thermal Hall response is a direct measure of the inherent spin chirality in the underlying system, along with other spectroscopic probes of spin chirality recently proposed [9, 10] . As our derivation (3) is quite universal, adaptation to other lattice geometries should be straightforward. 
This expression has six boson operators multiplied together and it is impractical to carry out linear response calculations for it. On implementing the mean field substitution for the nearest-neighbor bond operators χ σ i;j = b † iσ b jσ ≡ χ σ or χ * σ following the same convention as for DM interaction depicted in Fig. 1 of the main text, we obtain the mean-field energy current operator
Only the bond operators connecting second-nearest neighbors remain as operators now. It is a boson bi-linear. Here the MF parameter substitution needs to be done carefully, because it could be either χ σ or χ * σ depending i and j as explained before. Using the above expression and Eq. 5 of the main text (reproduced here) Remarkably, the hopelessly lengthy expression found above is completely equal, term-by-term, to the following much simpler and intuitive expression
Here H kσ is the Schwinger boson mean-field Hamiltonian mapping of the original spin Hamiltonian.
Reproducing Eq. 
and making proper uniform-state ansatz χ σ i;j = χ σ (χ * σ ) gives the momentum space Schwinger boson Hamiltonian [Eq. 
Meaning of the complete equivalence we just obtained is given schematically in Fig. 1 . One starts with an interacting spin model, derive the proper energy current operator from it, and then reduce it to its mean-field form (bottom path of the flow in Fig. 1 ). On the other hand, one can begin by writing down the mean-field Hamiltonian for the interacting spin model first, and derive
